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Background
Why do you live where you live?  Where do people

choose to live? Why do they choose those places?

People have lived on Earth for thousands of years.

Throughout history they have chosen particular

settlement locations for many practical reasons.

For just as many reasons they have packed up and

moved to settle in other areas.  Sometimes bloody

wars have been fought over the right to settle in a

particular region.  Also, natural hazards such as

floods, earthquakes, and climate changes have

caused people’s decisions to change the locations

of their settlements.

Cities, highways, roads, agricultural areas, indus-

trial regions, and transportation hubs around the

world are factors that contribute to forming human

systems.  When the United States was settled,

early settlements began in the east and gradually

moved westward.  Could this be the reason the

eastern United States is more densely populated

than the west?  How does this historical migration

affect current population patterns in the United

States?  What if the settlements had grown in the

west and moved eastward instead?  How would the

United States look today?

NASA has been observing and studying Earth

since 1958.  These observations have been made

with aircraft, spacecraft, satellites, and humans on

the ground.  These observations have generated

millions of images and tremendous amounts of

data.  NASA Earth observations have helped

geographers worldwide study and answer many

questions about human migration and settlement

patterns by providing researchers with large-area

views of our planet.  Where will human settlements

be 10 years, 20 years, or even 100 years from

now?  Can humans build settlements on other

planets like Mars or our Moon?  Will settlements of

other planets become a necessity?

In this investigation, we look at one region of Earth

using some unique and interesting perspectives

including: images of Earth taken from space, a

relief map, and a road map. Using these views we

identify where human settlements are found and

why these settlement patterns exist.

Module 2, Investigation 1: Briefing
Where do we choose to live and why?
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Objectives
Upon completion of this investigation, you will:

• understand different ways of observing Earth,

• understand ideas of spatial distribution and how

these are used to understand human settlement

patterns, and

• identify human settlements and patterns using

maps and images.

In this investigation, you will learn spatial distribu-

tion concepts:  pattern, dispersion, and density.

You will accomplish this using an image of an

unidentified location on Earth and answering

questions about what you observe in that image.

Spatial Concepts
The arrangement of things on Earth’s surface is

called spatial distribution.  Observe these six sets

of dots.  Each square represents an equal area.

Each one illustrates an important concept in the

location of items in space.  They are pattern,
dispersion, and density.  Pattern is the arrangement

and design in the distribution.  Dispersion relates to

whether items are clustered or spread out.  Density
refers to the number of items or observations within

a defined area.

Pattern

Dispersion

Density
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Directions:  Apply the spatial distribution concepts

to Figure 1 to answer the following questions.

Questions
1. During what time of the day was this image taken?

2. Do you think this image was taken from the

ground, airplane, or space?

3. What do the areas of light on the image indicate?

4. What do the areas of dark on the image indicate?

5. Are the areas of light equally dispersed?

6. Do you see any patterns?  If so, identify them.

7. Use a U.S. road map or atlas to:

• identify and label specific cities, water bodies, roads, or other specific features; and

• identify which part of the United States this image represents.
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Module 2, Investigation 1:  Log 1
Where do we choose to live and why?

Figure 1
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Background
In Part B of this investigation, you will apply what you learned in Part A to assemble the segments of a

“United States at night” image and answer questions regarding spatial distribution.  Figure 1, in Log 1,

shows the northeast section of the United States as seen at night from space. The image is a compilation

of satellite images taken over several months (231 Earth orbits from October 1994 to March 1995) to

avoid cloud cover.  The white areas are lights, and the black areas are either an absence of lights over

land or over bodies of water.  Where there are lots of lights, there are lots of people.  People choose to

live where they do because of many factors.  People tend to live where it is easy to make a living, is easy

to get resources, it is not too wet or dry, it is not too cold or hot, and the land is not too rugged.

Procedures
1. Figure 2 is a complete “United States at night” image separated into eight random segments creating

a puzzle.  Following the directions below, assemble these segments to make an accurate image of

the 48 contiguous states of the United States.

2. Assemble the segments of the image into the complete map of the United States by connecting

features and patterns.  Rely on your mental map of the United States to complete this task.

3. Lay an overhead transparency over the assembled image. Use this transparency and overhead

markers to trace the map and complete the questions below.

4. Use a U.S. shaded relief map (Figure 5) and a U.S. road map or atlas to help answer the questions

below.

Section One
1. What region(s) has/have the highest concentration of light?  Why?  Label these areas.

2. Identify and label the fingerlike areas of dark in the northeast section of the image.  Why are they

dark?

3. Identify and label the black region in the southern section.  What are the smaller light areas located

within this region?

4. Identify and label the area in the western region that is mostly dark.  Why is it that way?

5. Locate and label where you live on the image.  Is it in an area of light or dark?
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Module 2, Investigation 1:  Log 2
Where do we choose to live and why?
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Section Two
6. Identify and label the 10 areas with the highest density of light. Use a road map to identify them.

7. Why do areas along coastlines, rivers, and lakes appear to have a relatively higher density of light?

8. Identify and label any major highways you can observe on the image.

9. Identify and label any major water bodies you can observe on the image.

Section Three
10. Describe the dispersion of population in the United States.

11. Identify and label any patterns you observe on the image.

12. Does the climate have any effect on the settlement patterns observed in the image?  How?

13. Do elevation and relief have any effect on the settlement patterns observed in the image?  How?

Module 2, Investigation 1:  Log 2
Where do we choose to live and why?
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Module 2, Investigation 1:  Log 3a
Where do we choose to live and why?

Procedures
Using the concepts you have learned so far about human settlement patterns, observe the topographic

map (Figure 3) and identify locations that would best support human settlements.  In the image, the

different colors identify different elevations.

Figure 3:  Color
topographic image

Elevation Key:

Lowest dark green

light green

yellow

tan

brown

Highest white
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Figure 4

Module 2, Investigation 1:  Log 3b
Where do we choose to live and why?

1. Observe the night image (Figure 4) of the same location.  Were your predictions accurate according

to what you observe in the night image?  Why or why not?

2. Using a world map, identify the land masses and water bodies represented in Figures 3 and 4.
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